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 Farmer Boy 
Vocabulary Fill in      Ch 27-28 

 

A. clutched 

B. entitled 

C. figure 

D. floundered 

E. obliged 

F. plunged 

G. skinflint 

H. soothingly 

I. spoil 

J. stammered 

 

1. He petted the yearlings (when sometimes he wanted to hit them) and 

he fed them carrots and talked to them _____. 

2. Father said, "You _____ a team if you let them seesaw." 

3. They snorted and _____ and plunged, and the sled was sinking under 

the snow. 

4. They snorted and floundered and _____ and the sled was sinking 

under the snow. 

5. "You can read and write and spell," Father said slowly. "But can you 

_____?" 

6. "You measly _____!" Mr. Paddock said. 
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7. Almanzo was so excited he _____. 

8. The bills were _____ tight in his hand. 

9. "But it struck me that giving up cash is what hurts him most.  And I 

figure the boy's _____ to it." 

10. "And I'm much _____ to you, Paddock, standing up for the boy the 

way you did," Father said. 
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 Farmer Boy 
Vocabulary Fill in      Ch 27-28 

----------Key (10 points)---------- 
 

1. H soothingly ............................................................................. pg. 330 

2. I spoil ......................................................................................... pg 337 

3. D floundered ............................................................................ pg 338 

4. F plunged ................................................................................... pg 338 

5. C figure ..................................................................................... pg 342 

6. G skinflint ................................................................................. pg 356 

7. J stammered ............................................................................ pg 358 

8. A clutched ................................................................................. pg 358 

9. B entitled ................................................................................. pg. 358 

10. E obliged .................................................................................... pg 359 
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